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NYRAC AFFAIRS OFFICE

GRAD NIGHT PARTY
Hey seniors, are you
looking forward to celebrat
ing after finals and before
graduation? If so, have we got
the event for you. Your
Associated Student
government is putting on the
annual Grad Night Party on
lune 15th at 7:00 p.m. in the
Lower Commons and patio
area. This could be your last
chance to celebrate with your
friends before you go your
separate ways. Newly elected

Vice President, Sheryl
Hammer and co-cordinator of
Grad Night, commenting on
the event, said, "Seniors, this
is your event, so come and bid
a good farewell to your
school." Chris Phelps,
recently elected A.S.
President and co-cordinator
of the event had this to say,
"This is a chance to get in on
a 'real' student happening."
In the past, the Grad Night
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Party has been a semi-formal
event held indoors, usually in
the Lower Commons or in the
SUMP, and has included both
dinner and dancing. While
many students have enjoyed
this event, some students
have felt that this formality
has inhibited the festivities,
and have suggested a more
informal atmoshpere.
Therefore this year it was
decided to have the dinner
and dance outside in the

JUNE 15TH
Lower Commons and patio
area. "I hope many people
take advantage of this special
opportunity to have a good
time," commented former
A.S. President and graduat
ing student. Rod Hendry.
Chuck Marquez, A.S.
Administrative Director and
also a graduating student had
this to say. "I hope to see
many seniors at the Grad
Night Party because I think it

is a fantastic way to wrap up
this year."
This year's theme is a
Country Barbeque. The
menu will include such items
as roasted sides of bc» ; . salad,
beans, beer, and soft drinks.
A professional disc jockey
will provide a varied musical
selection for your listening
and dancing pleasure
Remember to mark this da>
on your calendar.

OIl}r0nirU
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Serving Cal State, San Bernardino

Last Friday the Scuba class from Cal State under the instruction of George Wieny, embarked on a dive trip to the Coronodo Islands.

Major Events Committee Proposed
by Lisa Beard
One of the benefits of being
part of a campus community
is the opportunity to hear a
wide selection of authors,
politicians, and- human
interest speakers. A college
not only provides an
academic education, but is a
means for students to gain a
better understanding of their
world through the input of
special programs.
Because of budget con
siderations this important
facet of college life has been
lean in the past year. Dr.
Peter Wilson, Dean of
Students, in collaboration
with this year's A.S.
Presidait, Rod Hendry and

Awards

A.S. President-elect Chris
Phelps, presented a proposal
to the A.S. Board of Directors
(BOD) which will hopefully
provide a solution to this
problem. The proi»sal would
use administration funds
amounting to approximately
$6,500 to be channeled into
intramural expenses which
the Associated Students is
presently paying. This would
free A.S. funds to be used for
special speakers and
programs for the entire
college community. The
Associated Students will still
be paying about $2,000 in
operational costs for the
intramuralss program, while

the administration will be
paying for student assistant
costs. "Because Admini
stration funds cannot be used
for special events, but can be
allocated for student
assistant wages, it seemed
that this would be a natural
funding procedure in order to
access additional funds for
programming," said A.S.
President, Rod Hendry.
The A.S. BOD adopted the
proposal of the Special
Events Committee this past
Thursday after having
deliberated the issue for the
past couple of meetings.
To efficiently use the
funds, an independent
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standing committee of the
A.S. will be set up. The
proposed Special Events
Committee will be made upof
ten individuals: 6 students
(including a student
chairman) appointed by A.S.,
2 faculty appointed by the
Faculty Senate, and 2 staff
appointed by the President.
The committee will be
supported by the Office of
Associate Dean, Student Life.
Charge ot the Committee:
to develop, fund and assist in
the planning and imple
mentation of major campus
events of college-wide
significance which would
normally not qualify for

page 10

funding from other sources
and which provide either
cultural and educational
enrichment, community
service or enhancement of
campus life.
Funding: Funding for the
committee shall come from
three sources-the Associated
Students, campus sources,
and generated income from
events. Base funding for
1984-85 will consist of
$10,000 of which $6,274 will
come from A.S. and $3,726
from campus sources.
Revenue generated from
events will be returned to the
Special Events general
Account for use in 1985-86.

Inquiry

(cont. on page 10)
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Club of

Bob Nichols and Marianne De Boss, display their findings.

the

by Greg Timpany
This year's "Club of the
Year" competition was
highly contested according to
Activities Advisor, Clare
Sharafinski. There were ten
Student Organizations in
competition for the award.
These organizations were as
follows: The Cal State
Marketing Association;
MEChA; The International
Students Association; The
International Club; The Cal
State Organization for
College Women; Psi Chi; Uni
Phi; The Finance Associ
ation; The German Club; and
the Gay and Lesbian Union.
Organizations were
required to submit a
nomination form to the
Acitivities office by May 23.
Their six criteria for
competition were: 1. number
of meetings during the year;
2. special events sponsored; 3.
participation in college-wide
events; 4. community service
projects; 5. number of active
members; 6. compliance with
college rules and regulations.
The judging committee
consisted of students, faculty

Year

and administrators. On the
committee were Joe Long,
Intramural Director, Dexter
Wash, A.S. Activities
Chairman, Rod Hendry, A.S.
President, and Helga
Lingren, former Activities
Advisor. Clare Sharafinski
acted as chairperson. In
deciding on this year's
winner the judges were
unanimous.
The Cal State State
Marketing Association,
(CSMA) excelled in four of^
the six criteria. At the forefront was the degree of;
overall commitment by'
officers and members. The
quality of their events was
consistently high. Their
events also .showed con
siderable planning and
forethought. They were also
very visible and made a good
name for themselves in a
short time span. Accordingto
vice-president Greg Tim
pany, "The CSMA was
probably second only to the
A.S. in the amount of
publicity generated.
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the Lower Commons
Opera will not be performed in
Committe for Clubs
following the 6 p.m.
the traditional way, but as a
Executive Bo^d
- At the general mating of- commencement cexercise^ :1940's radio show, said Dr.
Saturday., June 16. Parents
Loren Filbeck.
clubs on May 23, 1984, the
following individuals were and guests of the graduates
The Recital Hall will be
elected to the Committee for are invited to the event.
transformed into a radio
Plans for the college's 18th
station with viewers as the
Clubs Executive Board to
serve during the 1983-84 graduation exercises are
studio audience. This
progressing, with several
academic year.
includes "applause" signs,
changes planned in the
sound effects persons and
Penni Overstreet, Chair;
ceremony to accommodate a
old-time commerciasl. Dr.
Jack Vaughn, Treasurer;
speaker and the procession of
Filbeck said.
Carol Leish, Secretary.
all candidates and graduates
Three additional positions
Book Sale To Be June 7
across the stage. Dr. Robert
will be reserved for members
in Library
Middlekauff, director of the
of the Associated Students
Hundreds of titles will be
Huntington Library in
Activities Committee, and
on sale at bargain prices
will be appointed by the A.S. Pasadena, will deliver the
Thursday during the book
A c t i v i t i e s C o m m i t t e e address.
sale in the Pfau Library. The
Deadline for students to
Chairperson. See Clare
sale, in the north end of hte
S h a r a f i n s k i , A c t i v i t i e s order their caps and gowns
library basement, is from 9-5.
Advisor, 887-7407, SS 122 for from the Bookstore is June 8.
New books, which are
details about Committee for
duplicates, and used ones will
BSU To Award Scholar
Clubs.
be available, most for 50
ship
cents or less. Proceeds will go
The deadline is Wednes
to purchase new library
Debate Team Next Year
day, June 6 to apply for a $75
books.
Cal State's new depart
scholarship sponsored by the
ment of communication
UC Chancellor Dies
Black Student Union.
plans to sponsor a debate
Dr. Tomas Rivera of UC
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team next year. Inter
Riverside,
the University of
currently enrolled with a
collegiate forensics gives
California's
first and only
minimum 2.0 gpa, and have
students the opportunity to
minority
Chancellor,
died
demonstrated a positive
''ompeLe in debate tourna
early
Wednesday
morning
at
image to the campus
ments on college campuses
Kaiser
Permanente
Medical
community and an out
^.'Cross the country. Previous
Center in Fontana.
standing interest in the
experience in high school
Rivera, 48, had been
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s
.
debate programs is not
a
d
mitted Friday after
Students should submit a
required. If you are interested
suffering
a mild heart attack
short biography to the SAIL
in more information or in
at home. Hospital officials
Office, T IB, or the Student
participating next year,
said he was pronounced dead
Union Desk. The winner will
contact Dr. Fred Jandt,
in the medical intensive care
be announi?lWW®(lflFBlack
Coordinator, Dept. of
unit at 4:40 a.m. Wednesday.
Faculty, Staff and Student
Communication, at ex
potluck June 8. More
Yearbooks On Sale
tension 7685 or 7441. He'll
information may be obtained
Cal State Yearbooks will be
need your Summer mailing
from the SAIL office. Ext.
on sale June 11-15 (Mon.address to send you
7673.
Friday) at the Student Union
information on . next year's
front desk and the Associated
topic.
Students Office in the
'Princess Ida* To Be
Student Union building.
Commencement To In
Performed June 9
The price is $4.50 a copy.
clude Reception
r The Gilbert and Sullivan
There
are a limited number
classic "Princess Ida" will be
of
copies
available. Get yours
• A reception honoring the
sung at 8:15 p.m., Saturday,
before they are all gone!!
Class of 1984 will be held in
June 9 in the Recital Hall. The
V "'%9 % ^
^
^

Movie Rentals and Sales

VHS and Beta D

Chlidren Thru Adult

*iip
Off Per Movie Rental
252 E. 40th St. (Next to McDonalds) San Bernardino, 886-5453
Coupon Expires 6/30/84

Crest Chevrolet Puts You College Grads In
The Driver Seat

NEW CREST COLLEGE GRADUATE
FINANCE PLAN OFFERS AVAILABILITY
OF CREDIT, A LOW DOWN PAYMENT
AND AN ATTRACTIVE FINANCE RATE.
No One But Crest Offers Financing Like This
On A New Chevrolet. And At A Time When You
May Be Really Strapped For Money.

If You Gracfuafe From A 4-Year, FullDegree College or Earn A Post-Graduate
Degree Between January 1983 and June
30,

1984

You

May

Qualify

For This

Program.

Call Jay Brand, Special College Program
Manager, at 883-8833 or 683-3507 and Get
Moving In A New Chevrolet - Soon.
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Marketing Awards
Supermarkets also received
an award for supplying food
items to the CSMA.
Dr. Nabil Razzouk,
outgoing advisor to the
CSMA, was given an award
for his service and as
sistance. Many CSMA
members were pven awards
for their dedication and
service to the organization.
Amonc those awarded were
Rita Clark, Mary Ellen
Brady, Mitch Slagerman,
Greg Timpany, and Don
Bauman. A special award
was given to Dale Clark for
his artistic service to the
CSMA.

as "Profit-Centered"
organizations, are beginning
to use Marketing Tech
niques. This shift to
marketing has been
prompted by intensified

by Greg Timpany
As the school year draws to
a close, the banquet season
begins to heat up. The Cal
State Marketing Association
(CSMA) held its annual
awards banquet on Saturday,
May 26 at Harry C's in
Riverside. Fifty-two stu
dents, faculty, business
people, and guests attend the
affair.
After dinner, the evening's
keynote speaker, Dr. Steve
Brown, president-elect of the
American Marketing Associ
ation, took the podium. In
between AMA meetings, he
finds time to teach at Arizona
State University, where he
was recently awarded
"Outstanding Researcher of
the Year" by the school.
His addness dealt with how
marketing is finding its way
into American business. Dr.
Brown noted that "Not-ForProfit" organizations, as well

"...1980's.JThe Decade of
Marketing.
competition, government
actions, and changing
consumer needs and
preferences. Dr. Brown
declared that the 1980's will
in fact be "The Decade of
Marketing."
After Dr. Brown's speech,
awards were presented by
outgoing president, Mitch
Slagerman. The Marketer of
the Year award for The San
Bernardino-Riverside area
went to Stater Bros. Markets.
The award was excepted by
Stater Bros, president and
CEO Mr. Jack Brown. Mr.
Warren Hendry of Vons

The ceremonies came to a
close with remarks from
Dean Hal Hoverland and
Mitch Slagerman. Dean
Hoverland commented that
Marketing has become the
second largest major within
the School of Business and
Public Administration.

Dr. Nabil Razzouk makinga
presentation at the CSMA
awards banquet.

WHO'S WEARING
THE BEEF!
Summer is just around the
corner, so start taking those
pounds and inches off today!
PALOMINb iSTATION

PALOMINO STATION

PALOMINO STATION
PROUDLY PRESENTS

EVERY
SUNDAY
NIGHT
8:00 P.M.
• 2:00 A.M.

—Bop Til You Drop—
If your diet consists of PIZZA, BEER AND BIG IMACS, you probably look and feel
like a hamburger. And, If everytlme someone asks "Who's got the beef?" you
crInge-IT'S TIME TO GO TO JACK LALANNE'SI
REG.
PRICE
S299.

Just

AEROBIC DANCE TO MUSIC FOR BOTH MEN
AND WOMEN. Swimming pools • Whirlpools • Steam

99.

Rooms •Sauna Baths • Individual Lockers• Nutritional Guidance
and Diet Programs • Cosmetic and Facial Consultations, and a
variety of excellent exercise equipment including Paramount's
SportsTtalneif Universal. Life Cycle, Dynavrt and Nautilus in
many locations.

for one full year

That's 66% off the price I
BIG DEAL FOR STUDENTS ONLY I ACT NOW. Must be 18 or older.
OURANANUII,aAIRCMONr.ANDtVESTCOVMAHEALTH tRACOUCTCLUKNOIVFEAniREiiACOlCTiMili.<(»9n>Md<iKxwi(r>M9ei
-Jack
EurepMm HMKH SpM •
2474 Vicrofv B'.;1
• Ceeta MeM^Santa Anaun s
• Oewnay—961-1274
H,«ft>o'0iv<i
• Oleedale—<46*i466
0f.vioBivd
ANAHHIN IMAWH A RAC^NVT-

i l l: S17-6110
•h/U J-''K itr

i^e

• Nwleweed—67S-36$S
4?T6CPf>tu«y SivU
• laaeweoe—614-4272
444 t CanciiPwo-jO
• Lena e«ach—41S*04J1
4^64 P.mhr Ci'aM
• MIracia
Mll«—411-1111
U-.l-ri'tR.vd
• MontabeMe—721-4111
/K\ U."- Vi « C i-trn't
• Fasatfana—746-6444
'J:O E.^.tCr-'Ofadceiva

• AeMda—111-16M
100 JO Snf'rr^An Way
• RIvarUBe—lit-6711
•WLtO A'liniirAn A.erioe
• Reiain##^—2W-46M
• "0' A'*—K.ui .A.enue
• San
ICC 'ABarnartflne—iB4>l6l1
N.Mf..iifv l,.rif
• Thousand
Nf VI Oaks—447-4124
''...I'l
• Tdrranca—171-6226
B'.d

• Upland—411-6611
Mounfciif
• Van Nwys-711-1211
/fii'V.u NuysBlvif
•WaM Covlna—461-1111
1026 West Cov^'M P'kivv
• Wen Cevlna -466-4441
HaanhlRacRwel
<2il E
«Wan Oarden Orvv*/
Wewwlnsta#—S4#-6f47
125
Vifw Streef

Famona— :i4 620-6171

0'.«f^octnrlfpe Ave'.o'- '

F

ru< * A.r-'j'

Chula
420-1666
;c 4? Ir;eVista—I6I9I
V ilHije irOAveriye

JackLaLanne's Health ^>as.

STUDENT DISCOUNT.

FILL OUT THIS COUPOIM TODAY.

TAKE IT TO THE SPA OF YOUR CHOICE.

Make checks payable to Jack
LaLanne's. Enclosed find
check/money order for S99.
for one full year.
Date

Name
Address

•ChWl Vim—426-4422
239 J Avenue
«Clakement—276-6170
J040Ci<*ifer'.oni D-ve
«t1 C^ow—174-1121
?ii BiOc'Jw^y
• Eatt San M^-^Ml-76
S.^BS t' C^jur; ^vd
•Nartfl Fan—241'4f2B
2200 uruvftsiT,

Jack LaLannc's American Health E Fitness Spas

Fyllarten—I 'I4it74-6611

ALL YOU ROCKERS...TAKE IT OFF YHE
STREETS & BRMG TTTOTHE STATION

Home Phone_

Zip
State
City
ft* tpwse information, contact thespa nearestyou. For further information call 213/861-0708. In SartOiegocall 619/276-9233.

POPPERS & BREAKERS CONTEST
• »100~—1ST PRIZE •
ir FREE HORS D'OEUVRES •
•10 FT. P.S.T.V. VIDEO SCREEN*
* 18 & OVER INVITED *
PLUS PAL0'/1^^0 STATION'S ? J.J.

-THE FINEST IN THE INLAND EMPIREDANNY JACKSON & MICHAEL EDDY

ALL YOU ROCKERS - ROCK YOUR ROOY

EVERY
SUNDAY
NIGHT!!!
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Health Corner
What is Poison Oak?
Poison oak is a very common
source of contact dermatitis
(skin inflammation). People
easily become sensitized to
poison oak and it is the
allergic reaction which
causes dermatitis. Poison oak
is found in this area.
The oleoresin in the plant sap
is what causes the reaction.
It was previously believed
than an intact plant was
harmless. It is now known
that the plant exudes the
oleoresin (the allergenic
material), and contact with
the exposed skin is all that is
needed. These oleoresins
may be transferred to other
parts of the body by the
hands. They may be
transferrd to another person
by early contact with the
contaminated skin or clothes.
The oleoresins may stay
stable in the dry state for a
long time, so that indirect
exposure may occur from
contacting contaminant
shoes, clothing, tools, sports
equipment, and animals.
There may be enough resin
on the plant to produce
dermatitis all year round.

The smoke from buring
poison oak leaves may carrv
particles on the resins and
produce reactions at the site
of contact.
Poison oak dermatitis is
characterized by red patches,
flat or raised, often with
vesicles (blisters). An itching
and burning rash may appear
from one to three or four
days. It may last for ten to
fourteen days or longer. The
fluid in the blisters is not
allergenic and cannot
transfer the dermatitis to
other areas. However, the
oleoresin may remain
adherant to the skin and be
transferred by direct contact.

How do / prevent myself
from getting this?
The best method is noncontact with the plant. If
exposure has occurred, you
should take a shower and
wash your entire body with
soap and water. Any bar soap
is okay. All contaminated
clothing, shoes, etc., should
be washed with soap and
water to remove the resins.
You must not forget your dog.
They usually don't get a rash,
but they can carry the resins

home and snu^le up to be
petted by you. The dog must
be washed, too.

What is the treatment for
posison oak?
Come to the Health Center,
and we usually can help.
Calamine lotion with
phenol helps to stop the itch
and prednisone tablets orally
will shorten the time of
distress.

What exactly does poison
oak look like?

The plant is an erect or
spreading plant two to six
feet high, leaves one to three
inches long. The flowers are
greenish white. It grows in
streams, mountain slopes,
and valleys from fifty feet to
five thousand feet elevation.
Foilage can be bright orange
or scarlet in the fall. The
branches are bare in the
winter and difficult to
identify. Poison oak is a very
common plant in California.
Be careful on your hikes in
the foothills.

Mrs. Garret to Retire
by Meech Campbell
Nancy Garrett, manager of
the pub/snack bar, will be
retiring at the end of this
school year. Ms. Garrett

Join The Alumni Association
In the Spring of 1983, the Alumni Association
Board of Directors voted to reduce the eighteen dollar
annual membership fee for seniors to five dollars for
one year. This was done in an attempt to encourage
graduating seniors to join the Association and take
part in the many benefits offered to Association
members.
Currently, Association members receive; a
quarterly publication which keeps them informed of
campus developments and updates the professional,
personal, and community achievements of alumni;
discount tickets to campus music and drama
productions; continued use of campus facilities such
as the library. Career Planning and Placement
Center, and the physical education facility; the
availability of a group-sponsored Dental/Optometry

program; the availability of membership in the San
Bernardino County Central Credit Union;
participation in one of five special interest chapters;
and special invitations to many Association
sponsored events.
The Alumni Association presently has over seven
hundred members and continues to assist the College
in non-tax supported projects and programs. The
annual membership fee contribution is tax
deductible.
For further information, contact the Alumni Affair
Office in VA 105, (714) 887-7410, or join today by
filling out the membership application below. Offer
expires June 30, 1984.
THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ENCOURAGES
YOUR PRESENCE IN OUR FUTURE.

CUP AND MAIL TODAY
Enclosed, please find my check of $5.00 for a one year membership in the Alumni Association.
Name
City
Social Security Number
Send To:
Alumni Affairs Office
Cal-State, San Bernardino
5500 Sute College Pkwy.
San Bernardino, CA 92407

-TTTBm bnr

Zip

Address
Yr./Grad

Degree, Major

Name, address of person through whom we could get in touch with you.

began her services here in
November of 1980. Since then
she has continued to provide
faithful service to customers
of the snack bar facility. "I
have learned a lot from my
experience here. It has been
wonderful working around
the students on this campus.
They are always so nice and I
have made a lot of clo^
friends here too." commented
Mrs. Garrett.
When asked how she
would spend her time after
she retired Mrs. Garrett just
smiled and answered,
"camping, playing bingo and
Vegas!" She and her
husband, who is already
retired, will be able to spend
more time together she
explained. She says she just
didn't want to continue
working after he had retired.
"I will really miss this place,"
Mrs. Garret stated. "The
bu.stling pace, and all of the
tasks I have to do always
keeps me busy." It is going to
be hard to adjust to a more
relaxed routine." Mrs.
Garrett says that she does
plan to return to help with
banquets that are given here.
These she says, are her
favorite part of the job. "It
was a nice change of pace
from the every day responsi
bilities. I just really enjoy
doing them." Upon leaving,
Mrs. Garret would like to
express her best wishes to
everyone, including the
students, faculty and fellow
employes; all of the people she
has had the pleasure of
serving.

./
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AB ^
by Kathryn C. Yount
Should the inalienable civil rights of people be subject
to a popular vote? Should the intolerance and ignorance
of some people be reason enough to oppress others?
Should the bigots in the South during the 1960's have
been allowed to continue to oppress Blacks? As Cal State
San Bernardino is celebrating Gay Pride Day today, it
seems appropriate these issues be addressed.
Evidently, by the reasoning he used in his veto of AB 1,
California's Governor George Deukmejian would
answer Yes to each of the above questions. He begins his
veto message, "Californians are deeply divided
regarding the issue (of protecting gay men and lesbians
from discrimination in employment, housing, and public
accomodations)." Alabama and Mississippi^ were
deeply divided about segregation in the 1960's, but
was that division reason enough to continue oppressing
Blacks? Of course not.
Because of this public division, Deukmejian states
that the central question is "whether certain individuals
should be included in a sp^ially protected class because
of the sexual orientation, in the manner provided in AB
1."

Gays and lesbians are not asking for special
protections or quotas-only for the inalienable rights to
shelter and a job. It's not too much to aks for, is it?
According to Deukmejiam, gays and lesbians are
"widely represented and accepted" without any special
laws. He contends that there is not sufficient evidence of
discrimination to warrent "special protections." How
many oppressed people warrant
protection-one
million, one thousand, one hundred or just one single
human being? Members of Deukmejian s own staff
volunteered to "come out", in spite of the fear of losing
their jobs, to demonstrate that gays and lesbians feariob
discrimination. The 42% of votes in favor of barring gays

and lesbians from teaching in public schools
(Proposition 6 in 1978) demonstrates how badly pys and
lesbians need protection-I don't mean "special
protections, just protections against discrimination
based solely on sexual orientation.
Gays and lesbians have benifited from local anti
discriminations ordinances. The San Francisco Human
Rights Commission documented 74 discrimination cases
in the past year. If you ask any gay or lesbian, I am sure,
if they personally have not encountered discrimination,
they know many who have. So, Governor Deukmejian,
just how many must face discrimination before you will
support shat is the basis of The United States of
America-Human Rights?
In conclusion, Deukmejiam reveals his
misunderstanding of the problems facing 10-15% of
(California's population. He states in his veto message,
"an individual's sexual preference is generally a private
matter."
,,
By gay and lesbian sexuality as a "sexual preference
implies a choice-someone who freely choices a way of
life that is misunderstood and scorned. Almost all gays
and lesbians, and many of the studies conducted , believe
that sexuality, homosexual or heterosexual is not a
choice, but just part of the make-up of a person,
as for sexuality being a private matter, dc
commercials and billboards glorifying heterosexuality
keep heterosexuality a private matter. Aren't
heterosexuals allowed to celebrate and validate their
love through marriage, religion, and tax laws?
The sexuality of gays and lesbians is a private matter,
just as for heterosexuals: however, there is also a very
public side, especially when people are discriminated
because of their sexuality. When discrimination occurs,
it can no longer just be private, the issue of sexuality
must be made public.
*• WJi" A'i»'V.

. ^ .4 t

straight Talk
1. Do you think
heterosexuals lead
happier lives than
lesbians and gays?
Teri 1. In a nutshell, no.
Irish. 1. Speaking from the
experience as a former hetro,
no. I think that everyone
goes through phases of
lonliness and depression.
Unfortunately, some gay
people really let the hetro
oppression get them down.
Craig 1. No, I think, overall,
heterosexuals and gays and
lesbians lead happy lives.
Everyone has adversities in
life, and perhaps for some,
sexual orientation may be a
difficulty. However, I doubt
that there are general
differences between non-gays
and gays.

Brandon 1. No, not really, but
I think that the perception is
that they do. I feel that this is
true b^use we are an
invisible minofity. We
become visible when we seek
counseling about problems in
our lives, so those in
counseling become our
visible representitives. In
addition, though this is not a
true index of happiness, gays
and lesbians must contend
with social stigmas,
prejudices, discrimination,
lack of legal protection in
many areas, and attacks on
our self-esteem as well as
physical attacks.
Ginger 1. Absolutely not. I
think most, if not all, gays
and lesbians go through a
period in their lives when
they struggle to accept their
sexuality. That can be an
unhappy time. Of course,
there are a lot of things that
need to change in order for
gay people's lives to be a little
easier and therefore a lot
happier, but to perpetuate the
myth that gay people are all
miserable and unhappy with
their gayness is, I think, very
wrong. Many of the same

things that cause unhappy
times in the lives of non-gay
cause gays to have unhappy
times, we're not so different.

2. Why is it that all
the lesbians I see are
so masculine, and all
the gay men I see are
so feminine?

Ginger 3. It's silly to talk
about changing one's
sexuality. Would a non-gay
person want to change
his/hers? It's not something
you can change. No, I
wouldn't want to change it.
It's part of what makes me,
me.

Craig 2. Appearances are
deceiving. Perhaps you think
you see lesbians and gay men,
or perhaps these people are
the only ones you can spot.
Most lesbians and gay men
blend in with the general
population, and are not
overly masculine or femi
nine. Considering that about
1 out of 10 men and women
are gay or lesbian, you are
surely not seeing everyone.
Irish 2. Because they're the
only ones that you can spot
on the street. There's a
"secret society" of gorgous
gay men and women that
straight people never see.
Ginger 2. Because that's
what you've been trained to
see. The stereotypes of
masculine-looking lesbains
and feminine looking gay
men are usually all the
general population thinks of
when they thiiikpf gaypeople
as a whole. That all gay
people are like this is just
plain false. We are even^where and we look just like
anyone else. It's just too bad
that people don't realize that
there are far more similar
ities between gays and nongays than there are
differences.
Kathy 2. Not ail those f^ple
you see as not conforming to
your image of lesbians or
gays are lesbians or gays.
Also, gays and lesbians come
in all sizes, shapes, economic
classes, and colors-so don't
think that those "obvious"
people are the only gays and
lesbians.

3. Would you change
your sexuality if you
could; to what; and
why?
Irish 3. No way! I changed
once alreadv to get this way.

Teri 3. Even if I could change
my sexuality, I would not
change.
Brandon 3. No, I wouldn't. I
am not proud to be gay per se,
anymore than a straight
person is proud to be
heterosexual. I am however,
proud of who I am, and being
gay is part of who I am.
Asking a gay person if they
would rather be straight is
analogous to asking a Jewish
person if they'd rather be
Christian, or a black person if
they'd rather be white. Life
may be easier but I would
cease to be me. Nothing is
worth that.

4. Do you think you
will always be gay/
lesbian?
Irish 4. What's the other
choice again?
Brandon 4. Yes, I am happy
with my sexuality. Besides,
there is no "cure" for
homosexuality. This ques
tion implies that I've made a
choice to be gay, but I did not.
It just is. I no more made a
choice than did any
heterosexual choose to be
straight. I am what I am.
Ginger

4. YQS.

Teri 4. More than likely, yes.

Have You Ever Considered Asking Yourself...
What do you think caused your
heterosexuality?
Is it possible your heterosexuality is just
a phase you may grow out of?
Is it possible your heterosexuality stems
from a neurotic fear of others of the same
sex?
Why do heterosexuals place so much
emphasis on sex?

5. As a gay person,
who were and are
your role models?
Craig 5. My role models are
persons I first met when I
was coming out 10 ye:^rs ago.
They were helpful and
supportive. They took time to
answer my questions. They
were gay men and lesbians. I
can never thank them
enough for their patience and
love. My other role models
include gay and lesbian
friends I have now. They are
creating a better society for
me to grow in. Also I have to
remember the early civil
rights and feminist leaders
who spoke out bravely for
equality for all persons.

term relationship for 10
.years, and still find it
supportive, loving and very
fulfilling. I look forward to
years more.
Irish 6. Well, I'm only 22, so
IVe never had one yet, but
I'm in one that's getting
there.

7. Can homosexuals
live normal lives?

Brandon 5. I don't have any
specific role models. I do
however, try to use for my
role models anyone who
shows compassion, love,
understanding, and respect
for all persons, and who
believes in and stru^les for
all forms of human equality,
i.e. Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr.
'.Yes, of course, but
it is more difficult to do so
under the abnormal con
ditions that we must endure,
e.g. social stigmas, pre
judices, and discrimination.
It's like asking a Jewish
person in Hitlerian Germany
if s/he could lead a normal
life. I can if I am allowed to.

6. Definining long
term as over five
years, how do you
feel about long term
relationships?
Ginger 6. I believe very
strongly in long term
relationships. I think long
termers are hard for anyone,
but for gay people they are
especially difficult. Society
doesn't sanction our
relationships in anywayofficially or unofficially. On
the contrary, we are
constantly given n^ative
messages about ourselves
and our relationships,
consequently by the pressure
can be too much for a
relationship to withstand.
That is not to say that gay
people don't ever stay
together for long periods of
time-they do, but it takes
hard work, committment and
most of all communication.
It's inspiring to me to know
that it can be done.
Craig 6. I think that long
term relationships can be
very fulfilling for those who
want them. Some people,
heterosexual and gay, want
these relationships, while
others do not. That is their
choice. I have been in a long

Craig 7. One of my favorite
phrases is, "An unexamined
life is not worth living." Gays
can and do lead normal lives.
Because of the opportunity to
examine our lives as a
minority group member, I am
trying to examine my life and
do the most with it.
Ginger 7. That depends on
what is meant by "normal."
Is it "normal" that the
discovery of your sexuality
can be a very traumatic and
painful thing? Is it "normal"
that your relationships with
those you love the most can
be jeopardized by this one
fact about yourself? Is it
"normal" to fear losing your
job because of that fact? Is it
"normal" not to be able to
touch the one you love in a
public place? Is it "normal" to
feel likq a second or third
class citizen?

8. What do you
consider your "fam
ily" to be?
Brandon 8. All of my close
friends in whom I can confide
and feel accepted for what I
am.
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Craig 8. My family is my
lover and myself, and his
biological family and mine.
Also included is my gay
brother's lover. Many of my
long-term friends are also
considered family.

o

up with a good healthy
positive self-concept.
Craig 10. I would raise the
child to be whatever it will be.
The main concern is the
child's happiness, welfare
and integrity. •

Trish 8. My lover of two
years and my mother.
Kathy 8.1 consider my family
to Be my lover, mother,
father, sister, brother, and
sister-in-law.

9. Do you think you
will someday want a
family of your own;
how would you get it?
Kathy 9. I don't image that I
would ever want or have
children.
Craig 9. At some time we may
want to adopt a child, but
that will not be for a few
years. I think both of us have
the love to give to a child.

GHEMI
LIBERU!

Teri 9. I'm really family
oriented, so I eventually
would like to have children
by artificial insemination or
adoption.
Trish 9. No thanks. I wasn't
born to be a breeder.

10. If you had a child,
would you raise it to
be gay or straight?
Teri 10.1 would raise it to be
what him/her wanted to be.
Remember, almost all gays
have non-gay parents.
Brandon 10.1 wouldn't try to
influence her/him in either
direction. I might feel it
would be better is s/he were
straight but this is only
because I know that life is
rougher for gay people. I
wouldn't want my child- to
have to suffer the same
prejudices, harassments, and
social stigmas that I've had to
face. What ever her/his
sexual orientation, I wan
her/his to be happy and grow

11. Have you "come
out"--what are the
advantages and dis
advantages?

p
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Craig 12. My family was told
by me about 9 years ago.
They took about 4 years to be
able to say anything about
homosexuality. They were
raised at a time when the
subject wasn't talked about
and little was understood.
They have become more
tolerant, but I think they still
wish it weren't true. I think
they understand that I am
happier now than I ever was
before, but I don't think they
fully accept or understand it.
Brandon 12. All my family
members are "born again"
Christians. They think that
homosexuality is the most
disgusting thing in the world,
so, we haven't really
communicated at all for the
last 8 years. So much for
Christian love.
Teri 12. They hated it at first,
but now they are choosing to
ignore that part of my life.

Trish 11. Yes. Advantage:
Guys don't try to pick up on
me.
Ginger 11. I came out to
myself, that is I admitted to
myself, that I was a lesbian 3
years ago. I have only come
out to one member of my
family-my sister. That was
two years ago.^ She accepts
me the way I am and we are
very close. I don't have any
parents to tell but I do have
my grandparents and two
aunts and uncles to whom I
am very close. The decision to
come out to my family has
been a very difficult, anxietyprovoking one. I am very
close at this point in my life to
doing it. I know it will not be
easy for any of us bjt I love
them and want to be closer to
them and the only way to do
that is to show them the real
me.
I've only come out to a few
of my non-gay friends. I could
feel their receptiveness
before I told them and that's
why I did it. I'm glad I did,
they are still my friends and I
feel that in knowing me they
will more readily challenge
the homophobia they see
among their friends.
Craig 11.1 have come out as
much as I naturally can.
Most people know I'm gay.
I've been quoted in the
newspapers and had
interviews on the radio. The
advantages have been that I
am honest with people, I'm
educating .them.- on gay
people, and I have fully
integrated my life, so there is
nothing to hide. The
disadvantages are few. One is
that, if there is discrimin
ation, I am easily subjected to
it. However, I can usually
manage those situations.

12. How does your
family feel about
your homosexuality?

_L

Ginger 14. I did conform to
the "straight" role for a long
time but I knew something
was missing from my life. I
didn't know what it was until
I met my first female lover.
We were friends for months
before she told me that she
was gay. Once she told me
that, it was like a flood of
things all came to me at once.
The realization that all the
feelings I had had all my life
had a name was astounding.
But the best part was
discovering that there were
lots of people like me, I
wasn't alone. I felt like I
finally knew myself and was
free to be myself.
Kathv 14. I don't think my
sexuality is a choice, so I had
no other choice but to come
out.
Trish 14. I don't care to live
my life dodgingquestions and
pretending. Try this: walk
into the hall closet, turn off
the light and shut the door,
not too fun.
Craig 14.1 came out because I
had to be truthful to myself,
and because I want^ to
educate others about gay
people. I am a teacher at
heart, and want to learn and
teach the truth.

homo
sexuality lead to
other sexual deviancies?

13. What do you
consider "coming
out?"
Kathy 13 Coming Out comes
in several stages-first to
yourself, then toothers, then
publicly.
Craig 13.1 think coming out
is a life-long process of being
comfortable with oneself and
sharing ourselves with
others. It is a life long process
because it takes years to fully
understand ourselves.

14, Why did you
come out; why didn't
you just stay straight.^

Have You

Craig 15. Homosexuality is
only sexual and affectional
orientation toward persons of
the same sex. It is just like
heterosexuality. It doesn't
lead to other sexual practices.
Brandon 15. You must be
joking. But I know people
who still prescribe to this
myth. I do however, feel that
the social supression of the
expression of love by gays
and lesbians can cause that
sexual energy and feelings to
be channeled into less
healthy forms of expression.
The root of the problem is not
the fact that a person is gay,
but societal treatment of the
individual. I would however,
like to emphasize that we are
not child molesters.
Statistics have all shown
that about 90% of child
molesters are heterosexual.

16. Have you ever
encountered discimination in employ
ment or housing
because of your
sexual orientation?
Brandon 16. I've been very
lucky as far as employment.
My last three employers have
known that I'm gay and have
been surprisingly open about
it. Several times I have
suspected that I was refused
a job because I thought that
the employer might have to
know that I was gay. But I
have never been fired for that
before. I have however, beenrefused the right to rent a
one-bedroom apartment with
another male before on many
occasions. We were told that
we must rent two bedrooms.
This is blatent discrim
ination. A heterosexual
couple has no problems
renting a one-bedroom
apartment. Why should we
be forced to pay for an extra
bedroom.''
Teri 16. Yes.
Craig 16.1 have encountered
discrimination in employ
ment. I almost lost one job,
but fought the job denial and
won. I have been denied a few
jobs because I made myself
known as gay. In looking
back, I could not have worked
at those jobs, and remained
hidden, so I would not have
been comfortable at those
jobs. I have not encountered
housing discrimination,
although some of my friends
have.

Trish 16. No, being an
average looking female,
people can't peg me as a
homosexual and discrim
inate.

Ever Considered Asking Yourself...
If you've never slept with a person of the
same sex, is it possible that all you need
is a good gay lover?

Why do you heterosexuals feel
compelled to seduce others into your
lifestyle?
Why do you insist on flauting your
heterosexuality? Can't you just be what
you are and keep quiet?
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HOMOSEXUALITY: WHAT THE BIBLE
SAYS ... AND DOESN'T SAY
Excerpted from the United Fellowship Press leaflet,
"Homosexuality: What the Bible Says-^-And
Doesn't Say."
How great is our need as individuals for a personal
relationship with Christ through His church! Yet how many
have felt alienated from that churd>? We all face the
challenges of growing up as a human being .Gay people face
problems peculiar to them because of the attitudes of the
society they live in,often including the churches they turn
to.For all of us,a firm faith and trust in Christ can be the
difference in our total adjustment to life-or lack of it.
In addition to the attitude of certain churches,the
scriptures seem to present a stumbling block for some
persons who percieve themsely^ to be both homosexual and
Christian.
Genesis 19:1-28 (the story of thedestruction of Sodom and
Gomorrah) is the Old Testament passage most often used to
show that God is displeased with homosexuals. According to
many people and churches, these cities were destroyed
because people in these cities committed the "sin of
homosexuality." But the Prophet Ezekiel in another inspired
book of the Bible tells us that God was displeased with
Sodom for a very different reason.
Behold, this was the guilt of your sister Sodom: he and her
daughters had pride, surfeit of food, and prosperous ease, but
did not aid the poor and needy. They were haughty and did
abominable things before me (King James committed idolatry);
therefore I removed them when I saw it...(Ezek 16: 49-50).
To say that Sodom and Gomorrah were destroyed for
homosexuality is to misinterpret the Scriptures. The Bible
says God destroyed Sodom because ten righteous people
could not be found (Gen. 18:32). The use of the expression —
"bring these men out to us, that we may know them" is the
basis for most of the misinterpretation; yet the Hebrew verb
(to know) used here is found 943 times in the Old Testament
and in only ten places does it mean sexual intercourse-and
each time it refers to heterosexual relations. The men of the
city of Sodom broke the law of hospitality to strangers which
was so religiously observed in their culture. If homosexual
behavior was involved in the destruction of Sodom, why

didn't the writer use t .e Hebrew word ahakabh, which
acutally means homosexuality or bestiality, instead oiyadha
which means "to know?"
Another Scripture verse that is used to show that the Bible
condemns the gay life-style is found in the Old Testament
book of Leviticus, 18:22, Thou shalt not lie with a man as thou
would with a woman." Anyone who is concerned about this
prohibition should read the whole chapter or the whole book

of Leviticus: No pork, no lobster, no shrimp, no oysters, no
intercourse during the menstrual period, no eating blood, no
rare meats, no inter breeding of cattle, and a whole host of
other laws, including the law to kill all divorced people who
remarry.
As Christians, our law is from Christ. St. Paul clearly

taught that Christians are no longer under the Old Law (for
example in Gal. 3:23-25); that the Old Law is brought to an
end in Christ (Rom 10:4); and its fulfillment is in love (Rom
13:8-10, Gal. 5:14).
The New Law of Christ is the Law of Love. Neither Jesus,
nor Paul, nor any of the New Testamanet Scriptures implies
that Christians are held to the cultic or ethical laws of the
Mosaic Law. It can further be said that the Bible does not
record one word spoken by Jesus about homosexuality. Jesus
did affirm what it means to be male and what it means to be
female. He did deal with human sexuality in an open and
non-threatened manner. And He did affirm on the one hand
the goodness of marriage, but He also declared marriage
(between male and female) is not for all. (Mtt. 19:3-12).
As Christians, we believe that the Old Testament is a
divinely inspired revelation of God's Old Convenant with
God's Chosen People, a relevant study of Hebrew history,
and above all the story of the continuing promise of
redemption, showing in all ages and in all places God's never
ending love for all people.
Jesus Christ died for our sins, not for our sexuality, to
liberate us a new life of love in Him. Neither heterosexual
love nor homosexual love is sinful in itself. Sex acts only
become sinful when we act in lust or in abuse of another
person, abandoning the ways of love. The relationshipof two
women or two men can be just as loving as a relationship
between a woman and a man. Christ died for the sins of both
homosexual and heterosexual. Therefore, gay people can
come to the saving grace of Jesus Christ and yet still retain
their identity and the rightful expression of their sexuality.
How great is our need as individuals for a personal
relationship with Christ through His Chruch. The
Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Community Churches
was founded as an outreach to the gay community. It has
worshipping congregations across the U.S. and in many
nations around the world. If you would like more
information about the Universal Fellowship or a leaflet on
more about what the bible says—and doesn't say write to:
The Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Community
Churches, P.O. Box 5570, LA. Ca., 90055.

The Gay Community
Long on Culture
Every minority group creates
culture and art to celebrate, educate,
and express themselves. Gay men
and lesbians are no exception.
Gay nien and lesbians
have long been a significant part of
literature, art, music, and
philosophy. However, the works or
Leonardo de Vinci, Marcel Proust;
and Emily Dickenson did ' not
generally openly celebrate same sex
relationships. Many of today's noted
artists and writers are also gay men
and lesbians, but, for whatever
reasons, they have not come out.

There are, though, musicians and
artists today who are "coming out"
and celebrating.
Among these artists include Holly
Near, Meg Christian, and Chris
Williamson from the women's music
community. Their works focus on
feminism", coming out, nuclear
power, and other social issues. Their,
records can be found in almost any
major record shop.
Asides Charlie Murphy artd other
gay male single artists celebrating
their sexuality, there are many gay
male choirs.
These choirs tour
throughout the U.S. and the world.

Where to Dance
the Night Away
That long awaited 21st
birthday has just arrived and
you're ready for some night
life.
You will be delighted to
hear the Inland Empire
has some night life to partake
in, so long as you bring your
I.D.

Holly Near, Adrianne Torf and Meg
Christian (Inset) are prominate artists in
Women's Music.

Non^Bar Alternatives to Meet New People
So you don't want to "Ride
the White Pony" or submit to
"Let's Hear For the Boys"
anymore, but you don't know
where else to meet Mr. or Ms.
Right besides a bar. Well,
read on, because the Inland
Empire area offers more
opportunities to meet
someone other than you
might have thought.
F^irst off, attend one of Cal
State's Gay" and Lesbian
Union meetings. Besides
offering community support
and socializing, GLU has
been active this year with
fundraising for community
programs at the Club Fests,
co-sponsoring PAC dances in
the Student Union Multi
Purpose Room (SUMP), and
showing films concerning
gay and lesbian culture and
history. -

You- can even meet people
and earn units on campus. It
is a lot of hard work, but the
gay and lesbian studies
course (Psychology 375)
off'^red every spring quarter
may offer you an opportunity
to meet new people; the
majority of students in the
class are usually non-gay, but
you may see that enchanted
stanger across the crowded
classroom-or maybe a friend.'
The Gay and Lesbian
Community Center in this
area offers, 'among other
things, peer counseling, raps,
mediation and arbitration
services, a speaker's bureau,
and a telephone hotline. For
information, support, or for
an ear to listen, call 824-7618
between 6:30-10:30jD.m; Thenumber is listed in the'phone
book under "Gay and Lesbian'.

Community Center."
If you're into camping,
canoeing, or hiking. The
Great Outdoors organization
might be worth looking into.
The organization is for gays
and. lesbians who like to
socialize and enjoy the great
outdoors. There is a
membership fee.
Another off campus
.organization dedicated to
providing support, social
izing and political awareness
is the Profession Advisory
Council (PAC).
Contact the GLCC hotline for
more . information for both
organizations.
The Metropolitan Com
munity Church is organized
by, and seiwes, the gay and
lesbian'community. Services
are held at 11 a.m. at 5327
Mission Blvd, in Rubidoux.

•For support and family
enrichment you might want
to contact Parents of Gays
c/o Metropolitan Duane
Methodist Church, 201 W.
13th Street, New York, NY.,
10011.for more information.
Other options for gays and
lesbians include, besides the
grocery ^\ore
Angel
Stadium, concerts and
theatre performances that
attract gay audiences.
Although few of these
performances make it out to
the Inland Empire, you may
have an enjoyable evening
despite the driving.
See, didn't I tell you that
you didn't have to submit to
"Let's Hear it for the Boys"
anymore to meet new people?

About to celebrate its
eighth year in business,
Grand Central, has a large
contemporary dance floor
with videos. The drinks from
the full bar are reasonably
priced and there is no cover
charge Wednesday and
Thursday or any night before
10 p.m.
Lill's is a predominately
lesbian bar complete with a
full bar, pool tables, vidw
games, and a large, but
unimpressive dance floor.
The atmosphere is more
relaxed than at Grand
Central, but sometimes the
music is TOO loud. There is a
cover charge on weekends.
Valley Girl is a small beer
and wine women's bar with
just the right atmosphere to
talk, play pool, and meet
people.
Predominately men's bars
in the San Bernardino area
include the Skylark,' Two
Doors Down, and Stage Door.
Tom Tom's provides steak
and seafood dinners as well
as dancing and a full bar. Call
the Gay and Lesbian
Community Center Hotline
at 824-7618 for more
information.
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ESCAPE

Cal State 6th Annual
ESCAPE Golf Tourna
ment

Low Net:
Low Gross:
2nd Low Net:
2nd Low Gross:
Highest Gross Score:
Highest Score Single Hole:

Mike Curtis (63)
Scott Workman (86)
Chris Haase (64)
Mike Curtiss (87)
Bob Baer (!!)
Bob Baer (!!)

Congratulations to all who
participated in the Sixth
Annual ESCAPE Golf
Tournament. Mav 25 1984.

TYPING SERVICES
Professional Typist available to do
all your college papers, Reasonable
rates. Call: 882-6502. 6/6
EXPERIENCED TYPIST
886-2509 (10:00 to 2:00)
886-6262 (Other times)
Mrs. Smith

Karen A Kevin Sing
Folk, country and contemporary for
weddings, parties and eateries.
Reasonable rates and sound system
optional. Call: 684-5101. 887-0864,
792-7719. 6/6

Professional Typist, work on
campus, reasonable rates.Carol: 8876198 aft. & eve., Mon.-Sat. 6/6

MISCELLANEOUS

Brenda's Efficient Typing Service.
All college papers reasonable prices.
Accurate and reliable. Call: 886-3726.
For all your business & personal
typing needs-Vivian's Typing
Service. 824-6119. 6/6
Terry's Typing Service in Apple
Valley. Experienced in term papers,
master thesis. Ph.D. Dissertations,
misc. Reasonable rates. (619)247-

8018.6/6
Professional Typing-Quality
products, reasonable fee. Neat,
accurate, timely. IBM Selectric. Mrs.
Vincent. 882-5398. 6/6

For Sale: Water bed, California single
new matress and heater, $100 or best
offer. Cal! 684-5101 after 5 p.r

Roommate Wanted-Male or female
to share co-ed, newer furnished. 4
bedroom home with pool, washer &
dryer, garage. Quiet study
environment, Paul. 884 -0135 or 3700466.

For Sale: Last chance to buy Yamaha
Seca 650. excellent condition,
price negotiable!! Call 882-8038 or
882-1622.
Need a place to live? Going to
summer school? Available for
summer sub-leasing. 1 or 2 bedroom
apartment with enclosed garage. 3
and one-half miles from college. Call
881-1260.
Roommate Wanted: $150 per month.
Country Club Apts., 3 bedroom,
townhouse, pool. Call Beth. 881 -2995.
For Sale: 1982 Ford Mercury LN7,
27,000 mi. A/C, great gas mileage. 2
tone blue, call Monica at 866-2644 or
887-0338.

In Lieu of cards and gifts tor
graudation—please send some job
offers. All 1984 Graduates!!
For Sale: 750 Honda motorcycle. Call
875-4240.
To fha Otiaan of Faasf and Femlne:
Max Allah protect you and your little
bun-bun from hostile water company
employes and screech owls. I am, and
will remain you faithful follower. Mistral
Cloud

The Chronicle is accepting
applications for the 1984-85
school year for the following:

Writers, Layout, and
Advertising Manager...

"Look Mom, dinner!" exclaims Dave
Pfauman.

Cal State Cadets Place
First In Gold Bar
A five member team from
the Cal State Army ROTC
traveled to the Claremont
Colleges on May 5, 1984 to
the First Annual Gold Bar
Run competition in which
teams of cadets from various
Los Angeles area colleges and
universities compete over a
three mile Parcourse. Each
team must start and finish
together and is scored on
speed and successful

competition of ten exercise
stations along the way,
which include such varied
requirements as pullups*.
situps and the balance beam.
Cal State team captain Jeff
Perkins and team members
Eric Hazas, Rick Poster,
David Severi, and Jake
Wayman accompanied the
Gold Bar trophy back to the
Cal State Military Science
Department, its home until
the next annual Gold Bar
Run.
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VALUE FREE!
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Rush Live at the Forum
by Greg Timpany
I thought that it would be
appropriate to end the year in
the same vein as I began;
with a concert review. Last
Tuesday I made the trip to
the Great White Cavern,
otherwise known as The
Forum, to see RUSH. The
Canadian trio is out West
supporting their latest
release "Grace Under
Pressure."
A continual evolution in
sound has been a part of
rush's history. They
started out as a standard

Events

power trio, but have
progressed into technological
and technical aneas that mo§t
other musicians have no
comprehension about. This
evolution has kept RUSH's
sound clean, but I believe
they have gone too far.
The musical talent . in
RUSH prevents them from
doing a BA^^ show, but their
obsession with being
technically perfect has put
them on the verge of being
boring. At one point in their
career RUSH used synthe
sizers for -musical color, but
now they have taken over and

dominate the RUSH sound.
This makes for a musically
interesting sound, but for a
boring concert.
For the first hour of the
concert they played nothing
older than "Spirit of Radio"
from the "Permanent
Waves" album. In all they
played seven out of the eight
songs off their latest album.
The material is good, but it
left them very little time to
play their older material. I
realize that it is difficult to
play a majority of their
material, given that they
have ten studio albums, but

Trivia

^cont. from page 1)

Funding periods: The
committee shall provide for
two major funding periods.
The first period will be in the
Spring quarter, and will
consist of allocating funds for
the following Fall and Winter
quarters. No more than 65%
of the committees funds may
be allocated at this time. The
second funding period will be
during the Fall quarter
wherein funds shall be
allocated for the Spring
qurter of that year. The
committee shall be soliciting
major event proposals during
its two funding periods from
all campus constituencies,
but preference for support
must be given to groups
which are primarily
composed of students.

1)JohnRutsey was the
original RUSH
drummer. He left the
band on the eve of
their first tour.
2) The first album
was odly enough
entitled "RUSH.''
3) Mike Civalleri has
brought out an intereting point con
cerning my last
question. J did make
the assumption that
philospher Ayn Rand
inspired Neil Peart to

interesting. I hope in the
future, before they call it
quits, RUSH will bring back
some of the Raw Edge that
they had in the beginning.
Opening the show was
guitarist Gary Moore. His
brand of fiesty guitar
pyrotechnics got the crowd
rolling. Moore has lo^ed
time with such bands as
Colosseum II and Thin Lizzy.
His playing was a bit
excessive at times, but he
and his band do put on a good
show.

Answers
write
the lyrics to
''2112/' at least
indirectly. I appre
ciate your interest^
and it sounds as if you
are a devoted RUSH
fan. For your interest,
I will buy you a six
pack as soon as The
State pays me. As a
last note, I will need
help with the "Enter
tainment Section"
next year, if you are
interested, contact the

Chronicle.

German
Club's
Maifest
German club president,
by Ken Grehm

Goals To Strengthen
Teacher Preparation
Sweeping goals to
strengthen teacher preparaion programs at the 19 Calif.
State University campuses,
i:oupled
with new systemwide initiatives, were
announced today by Chancel
lor W. Ann Reynolds.
The goals include adinissions changes to assure
that students entering into
teacher preparation cur
ricula are in the top one-half
of their classes, and new
efforts to raise the quality of
the student teaching
experience.
Though the responsibility
for improving public schools
is widely diffused through
such entities as the
Legislature and local
districts, Reynolds said the
CSU must take leadership by
"improving our own
pro^ams before we can hope
to insist on high standards
for others."
She announced the
f ollowing goals for the
campuses to meet by fall
1985:
"Increase academic
standards so that teacher
preparation programs admit
only from the upper 50% of
students. The admissions

they did not play anything off
of "Fly By Night, Caress of
Steel," and "Hemispheres."
Also, they played only one
track off of "2112^arewell to
Kings," and Permanent
Waves." The first album
fared only slightly better,
with two songs being played.
The bulk of the concert
consisted of songs off their
latest album and 1982's
"Signals."
Despite being disappointed
about what they did not play,
I was thrilled with their laser
and light show. Their video
projections also were quite

process must assure
candidates with good
command of basic skills,
satisfactory performance in a
relevant supervised experi
ence, and successful
completion of a formal review
process requiring re
commendations from the
major department as to the
competency of the individual
in the subject matter that he
or she will teach. Interviews
that assess personal qualities
and communication skills of
potential teachers are
essential.
"Minimum standards for
admission to student
teaching and for a CSU
recommended credential
must assure that students
have demonstrated the
comptencies appropriate at
each of these critical decision
points.
"Assure that those who are
recommended for a credential
have sufficient depth and
breadth in subjects in which
they are certified to teach.
Elementary teachers must
receive in-depth preparation
in at least one broad area of
curriculum, such as language
arts or science and
mathematics. At least two-

thirds of the courses in the
major of future secondary
teachers should be in
subjects commonly taught in
the schools.
"Future teachers must be
knowledgeable about special
instructional approaches
needed for effective teaching
in multicultural settings.
The learning experiences we
provide must give emphasis
to this topic both in
classroom instruction and
clinical practice. This
requirement is so pressing
since 44% of California public
school students are from
ethnic minority groups.
About 450,000 California'
students, over 10%, are nonor limited English speaking.
"Encouragement to
consider teaching as a
profession shall be provided
to all students. A special
advisement program to
enable students to explore
the teaching profession must
be available and energetically
supported. Further opportun
ities ,shall be provided for
students to observe the
school setting through a
supervised field experience
prior to admission to teacher
education programs."

The Maifest, sponsored
by the German Club, was a
splendid success. The
evening began with a puppet
production of the well-known
German fairy tale "Rumpelstilzchen." Puppeteers were
students of Dr. John's
German class.
The main feature of the
evening was the UCR Players
under the direction of Dr.
Heidi Knipe, with a
condensed rendition of "The
Wizard of Oz." This version
finds Dorothy in the land of
Oz where only German is
spoken, and only when she
learns and realizes the power
of German is she able to get
back home to Kansas.
The third part of the
program was entitled
"Highlights of German
Music," with Brahm's
"Lullaby," sung by Mirtha
Suarez, with guitar ac
companiment by Joy
Hartnett.
Leona Johnson, a former
Cal State student who
recently won a prize from the
Palm Springs"Gpera Associ
ation, charmed the audience
with her rendition of the
Schubertlied "Der Muselsohn." The well-known
German folk song followed
"Lorelei." Legend has it that
Lorelei, a beautiful mermaid,
sits on top of a cliff
overlooking the Rehein River
to lure unsuspecting sailors
to their deaths on the cliffs
below. Miranda Munson
narrated. The loverly former

Linda Haase, played the
unsuspecting sailor.
A medley of Johann
Strauss waltzes were played
beautifully on the piano by
Evi Erlacher, accompanied
by a Viennese Waltz, danced
by Dr. Jorun Johns and Dr.
Peter Bach (USC).
"Lili Marlene," made
famous by Marlene Dietrich,
is a song about the parting of
lovers during wartime. The
lovers wonder whether they
will ever cast eyes on their
sweethearts again. Lovely
Ina Schweitzer portrayed the
sensuous Marlene Dietrich,
with Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Emmanuel playing the
parting couple; and Dennis
Hatcher as a life guard. Mr.
Hatcher also was the most
capable and entertaining
master of ceremonies.
A recording of the Beatles
in German followed. In the
roles of the famous quartet
were. Wayne Parkinson,
Chris Haase, Horst Rudrich,
and Ken Grehm.
"99 Luftballoons" by the
German rock group, NENA,
was performed by Ina
Schweitzer, Scott Huntwork,
Wayne Parkinson, Chris
Haase, Horst Rudrich, and
Ken Grehm. Falco's "Der
Kommissar" was presented
convincingly by Greg Scott.
The event was organized
by the German club officers
(under the direction of
Dennis Hatcher) and by the
club's advisor, Miranda T.
Munson.
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Congratulations

Graduates!!!
'%ke/*~^Jvumicle/

George Wieny rear, instructs students climbing back

U p onto

'

CAMP
AN ADULT EXPERIENCE
by Linda Riddell
Wanna hike, fish, camp,
canoe and learn about
outdoor leadership? Then
"Camping for Outdoor
Leadership" is for you.
This course is one of the
most innovative on campus,
creating a great opportunity
for those outdoorsy types and
a new experience for those
who haven't indulged much
in outside activities.
These activities range
from: Short class field trips
out behind the P.E.
Department in the chapparal
to a weekend camping
expedition.
Although P.E. majors may
make up the majority of
enrollment. You will find
yourself surrounded by an
assortment of other majors
as well, such as English and
Psychology.
Nonetheless, all students
have much to gain. Lectures
may consist of camp
organization and the duties
and responsibilities of camp
counselors and directors.
And, what makes the
lectures so stimulating is
that many times personal
camp experiences are shared
by students and the
instructor. Associate
Professor, Caroline Martin. It
seems Miss Martin is one of a
few truly dedicated nature

lovers and her enthusiasm is
certainly an inspiration for
her students. Especially for
those'^ho may not initially
be interested in the outdoors,
Miss Martin invokes a spark
that arouses even the wettest
of blankets!
Some of the activities
enjoyed by Miss Martin's
camping class this Spring
quarter were;
1) Fishing at Glen Helen
Park. Each student made his
or her own fishing pole out of
bamboo or tree branches,
string, cork and hooks with
explicit and patient guidance
by Miss Martin!
Although the noise from
the students scared a few
serious fisherman away,
(some more than one) while
others spent their time trying •
to bait a hook without
touching the worm as Miss
Martin4^^pp,Sbaking her
head in consternation!
2) Canoeing in the
swimming pool. (Yes folks,
you read that right!)
Students gathered at the pool
with canoe and paddles and
again with Miss Martin's
patience! They practiced the
art of canoeing after spending
some time discussing the
details of the canoe and
safety precautions.
3) Hikes. Several class
•

hours were spent wandering
in the chaparral behind the
College looking for snakes!
What kind of people go
looking for snakes you might
ask? Miss Martin's class
searches the thicket in order
to learn where and why
snakes hide and the types of
snakes to be aware of. In
order for one to lead, one
must know where one is
leading, musn't one!
4) Pitching tents. Students
brought their tents and one
day was spent learning to
pitch several different
varieties in order to be
proficient in the skill when
the time came for the actual
camping experience. Need
less to say, some were more
proficient than others.
5) Cutting firewood. Again,
behind the P.E. Department,
students gathered around
Miss Martin's trusty little
red truck armed with dull
axes and pocket knives to
learn the art of cutting wood
for fires, which types of wood
are better for burning, and
safety.
. Although the actual extent
of activities are.too numerous
to mention at this time, the
major camping field trip
must be included.
6) La Jolla Indian
Reservation was the site

chosen for the camp
excursion for its aesthetic
and natural environment.
The trip afforded students an
opportunity to apply some of
the skills they learned in
class.
The first day started off
with a hike around the
camp sites and getting to
know one another in a
relaxed atmosphere. *
The second day started off
with a hike around the
reservation where cows and
bulls roamed freely along
with other wildlife. The
group would take breaks
periodically to cool them
selves in the fresh river
water.
Some students relaxed by
large boulders along side the
river upon returning form
the hike. Others took
advantage of the swift rapids
which afforded great river
rafting in inner tubes.
Later in the evening a large
--

camp cookout brought
everyone together again with
their pre-prepared meals or
food to prepare on the spot.
Cuisine ranges! from canned
spam to shisb ka-bob! Miss
Martin attempted an
underground stove to cook a
large turkey but for some
unforeseen reason. The
sucker was raw and had to be
cut into pieces and cooked on
an open camp fire after being
battered in very natural
ingredients.
Supper was followed by
entertainment? The students
were broken up into groups of
three and each group
performed a skit ranging
from comedy to break
dancing.
It's hard to believe you can
earn five units and have a
good time at it but it's true.
The class is only offered in
the Spring but the experience
is worth waiting for. Try it,
you'll love it!!
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To Our Editor in Chief
^Kathf^n ^ount

BEST OF LUCK IN ALL YOUR
ENDEA VORS
and if you have a dream - go for i t . . .
Your staff at The Chronicle

Dear Editor,
Over the past year I have
learned many things while
serving as Vice President of
Assocaited Students.
Listening to the needs of both
administrators and students
and trying to work in the best
interest of both was a
challenge in itself. But while
serving students was an
honor, I want to say thank
you to the following people.
First is Mary Kehew.
Without you Mary nothing—
and I do mean nothing —
would be done in A. S.
Thanks again Mary for
making a stupid person (like
me) look like he occasionally
knew what he was doing,
when God knows 1 didn't.
The same thanks goes to
Chuck Marquez. If it wasn't
for you Chuck, typesetting
would not have gotten off the

ground, nor would I have had
anyone to listen to my many
gripes as well as dumb ideas,
so thanks again Chuck. To
Heather Seyden, thanks for
giving encourgement and
moral support each and every
time it was needed.
Lastly, but I can say with
all honesty, the most
appreciation goes to Rod
Hendry, who gave more the
the position than I thought
anyone could. Rod thanks for
all the times you put up with
this lazy, judgmental jerk.
When Jesus talked about
denying oneself to follow him
at all costs I know he meant
someone Ijke you. Thanks for
letting me work with you and
above all for being called your
"FRIEND".
Sincerely,
Steven J. Winker
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Dear Editor.
As many of you know, June 1
was the transition of the
Assocaited Student Body
Government. I felt that it was
important upon leaving office to
present you with a summary of
this past year. I believe that we
have had a successful year.
Perhaps one of our major
achievements was the amount of
student participation. We had
around one hundred students
who were paid either through
student assistant wages or by
stipend, and approximately one
hundred and twenty six
voluntary committee and staff
positions filled.
At the state level, our
involvement included a
dedicated effort in student voter
registration. Through providing
students the opportunity to
register to vote during Fall.
Winter, and Spring class
registration and by providing a
soecia) drive for entering
Freshmen, around five
hundred students were
registered to vote this year. I fee!
we did a fine job in representing
this campus at the California
State Students Association. The
C.S.S.A. sponsored two major
bills in the State Legislature
which successfullv passed both
houses. One bill set up a range
for student fees, setting that fees
could only increase at a gradual,
moderate, predictable level not
to exceed a ten to twenty percent
fee range (based on an average of
the previous three years).
Another bill stated that no
student fee monies could be used
for financial aid. Forty-two
dollars of your tees this year
went to provide finacial aid for
other students. The reason for
sponsoring this legislation was
to take the burden of providing
financial aid off of students and
putting It back on the state. This
year we also had succesful
lobying trips to both Sacramentb
and Washington D.C.
Truly this year has been very
enjoyable tor me ana i wish to
extend my appreciation to tht^

Administration, Faculty and
Staff v.ho offered sunnnrt
encouragement, understanding,
guidance, and friendship
through this past year.
Next I wish to extend my
thanks to those students
without whose time and effort
this year would not have been
successful. I would like to first
give thanks to the students who
sat on committees and also who
volunteered their time to do
whatever needed to be done.
Next. I commend those students
who sat on the Board of
Directors for a job well done:
Brad Johnson, School of
Humanities; Shirley List, School
of Education; Tom Thornsley
School of Administration; Nancy
Fraize, School of Natural
Sciences; Gree Scott. School of
Social and Behavioral Sciences;
Sheryl Hammer, Interdisciplin
ary. Dual and Special Majors:
and Mike Frieje, Undeclared
Majors. I especailly give thanks
, to those students who spent
many hours implementing the
ideas and plans of A.S. : Dexter
Wash, Activities Chair: Heather
Seyden, Publicity Chair; Tittany
Herington, Service Chair
(Winter, Spring); Bob Schraeder,
Services Chair (Fall); Steve
Turrell, Sports Chair (Fall,
Winter); Erin Perez, Sports
Chair (Spring); Steve Wood,
Book Co-op Chair, (Fail), Sir
Fredrick Grammer, Book Co-op
Chair (Winter, Spring); Mike
Page, Assistant Activities Chair
(Winter); Cynthia Burnett
Assistant Activities Chair
(Spring); Kathy Coles. Vick'
Perry, Susan Altman, Typeset
ters; Lynette Sauerheber Office
Assistant; and . also to Mary
Kehew whose long hours and
patience have been extremely
appreciated; thanks to Trish
Grimes for her efforts in
working with the financial end
of A.S. and to Ken Whitson for
his work with the C.S.S.A.; as
always, thanks to Steven J.
Winker, Vice President, whose
humor, ideas, and friendship
could not have been more

Dear Editor,
Many students are gravely
concerned that the students,
without their knowledge, are
loosing their Student Union.
Several incidents are
currently insuing in which it
appears that the college
administration appear to be
trying to take more and more
control and influence away
from the students. We are
writing this letter to the
editor in an effort to make
students aware that there are
problems that they should be
aware of and concerned about
and that there should be
some kind of action taken.
This is your Student Union.
It was, built for and by
students and has continued
to be supported by your
student fees.
The two main issues we'd
like to address are the
activities office moving into
the Student Union and the
selection and alliance of the
Student Union Coordinator.,
A.S. has been fighting a
long and hard battle all year
with the administration as to

whether activities should
move up to the Student
Union. There were pros and
cons to the move, but the
consensus between the
student representatives was
that the move was not
beneficial. The move would
lessen the spaces available to
students and would instead
replace these spaces with
administration
personnel.
But one of the most
important issues surround
ing the move was that the
administration had their
minds set before they had
even consulted the students.
It appears that with more and
more acts like'These, where
students are bypassed,
students loose their rightful
say in the various school
processes.
The other issue confront
ing students is the selectin of
the Student Union Co
ordinator, whose job entails
running the Student Union
and handling many of the
student activities. The
Student Union Coordinator
IS hired by the Student Union

helpful; and finally special
thanks to Chuck "Chaz"
Marquez, Administrative
Director for his hours of
dedication, perseverance,
insight and friendship from the
beginning of elections last year
up to the end of this year. Last. I
thank you the student body for
the priveledge of serving you this
past year as A.S. President. And
in fact the service of my office
which I have given to the
student body has been motivated
and sustained through my much
deeper commitment and desire
to serve God through serving
others.
Most Sincerely.
Rod Hendry
A.S. President

P.S. Best of luck toChrisandthe
gang next year, and thanks to
those individuals whom space
prohibited from mentioning.

Dear Editor,
What a year! Am I still
alive? I think I'm delirious.
But this has been quite an
experience. I thought I was
just going to be a little old
accountant who balances
books in my very own A.S.
office. Little did I know that
people would want me to be at
meetings every week, and
actually cared what I said. I
was fortunate enough to have
the pleasure of carrying 20
units all year while I held
office, my nerves and grades
took quite a beating.'
Working with that
gorgeous little hunk of a man,
Mr. Rod Hendry, has been
quite a thrill. (?) And Winker,
what can I say? He takes
abuse well. But really guys, I
had a great year and I think
A.S. was super-duper. Let's
do it again sometime. One
last question: What exactly
does and Administrative
Director do?
Sincerely,
Trish Grimes
personnel board of which
students are a member, but
that administration has the
majority. Therefore, the
administration gets to hire
whoever they wish, and we
concerned students feel that
they will hire somebody who
is more pro-administration
(in their pocket) than a
Student Union Coordinator
who is more in touch with the
students and their wants. We
feel the students should have
much more of an imput on
this very important selection
since it greatly affects them
and student activities.
Any students who feel
concerned about any of the
issues above or any other
issues not mentioned should
go to their A.S. represenatitives and express their
concerns. Only through joint
student efforts can we, the
students, succeed in
changing the current
policies. Please care enough
to do something about it.
Concerned Students

